Dear students of the Faculty of Mechanical Engineering,

today, one week before the end of the semester, just a few quick points that are important:

- **The examination period** - that remains a topic ;-) - will be from **Monday, 26.07.2021, to Saturday, 21.08.2021**.
- What we have noticed in this case in many places - despite the fact that the enrolment period is over - many seem not to have enrolled, although they are active in the courses and although they have even (as was the case in one of my lectures) arranged oral examination dates. **Please check whether you have registered for all the courses in which you want to be examined and if not, contact the examination office immediately!**
- And remember, only with (successful ;-) exams - and ideally in all upcoming subjects - this third Corona semester will be a successful one! Under no circumstances let things slip now on the home stretch of the summer semester!
- **All changes to examination formats** due to Covid-19 can still be found in the lists of examination dates and the times and rooms are now also noted there. Please pay attention to this information and especially to the information given to you by the lecturers responsible!

Otherwise there is the usual standard info and two of the information that will also have their place in these info mails in the future, i.e. when Corona no longer forces us to send weekly mails:

- The **specialised internships in the 7th semester** can also be completed at TU Dresden chairs, just like last summer. And the **notice board with corresponding internship offers**, which you can find in the Opal course at [https://tud.link/vwta](https://tud.link/vwta), just got new topics again today.
• Unfortunately, the university still exists in an essentially digital world and therefore the examination office also operates digitally. Therefore, as always, we urgently request that you only send applications etc. by e-mail!

• The International Office is still looking for tutors for the coming winter semester to introduce and supervise international students from the Mechanical Engineering Department. This is a very important offer from the university to introduce international students to the TUD. The job advertisement can be found here: https://tud.link/ppr9 Attention - this is urgent! Application deadline is 26.07.21!!! I can only recommend this - it is a great opportunity for the tutors to meet new people and make international contacts!

• And for those who will be working as tutorial tutors in the coming winter semester, I would like to remind you of our MW tutor training "How To". You can register via Opal at https://tud.link/zkh8. The programme makes teaching easier and more successful and is - so we are always told ;-) - fun all round. I would be happy if many (all) of you would participate here!

So much for today, enjoy the weekend and stay healthy!

Stefan Odenbach